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Abstract—Data analysis of disaster is very important for 

supporting in making decision to cope with the next disaster or 

prepare if the disaster will happen again. Online Analytical 

Processing (OLAP) becomes solution to get analysis by using 

certain analysis that supplied in OLAP. To supply the data 

analysis in which done by OLAP so the data as the representative 

in multidimensional model that manages the data in cube form. 

Warehouse data can be called as the place from source data that 

used to make easier in analysis information process in it because 

concept of data dimensional offered. The planning data warehouse 

is basically by source data that gotten and decided by the 

description of needs from the users. OLAP in this disaster report 

success in implementation with helping data warehouse and imply 

snowflake schema to dimensional data first.  

Keywords—data warehouse; disaster; online analytical 

processing; snowflake schema.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Disaster is the event that causes the hard to get, lose out or 

even threaten the life. Disaster can cause death, the environment 

damages, financial damages, and influence physiologist human 

being. The disaster can be caused by natural disasters, non-

natural and human errors. Data disaster analysis is very 

important to get support the next making decision. The 

decisions can be some steps to represent of disaster that will 

happen, prepare it well if it will happen disaster again, and etc.     

On-line Analytical Process (OLAP) can be the interesting 

solution to present disaster data in making report that easy to be 

analysis by the users. OLAP is multidimensional analysis used 

as support system decision to find the information in which take 

from the big data base [1]. OLAP is also used to see the fact 

from the data based on some dimension. To supply data analysis 

done by OLAP so the data is represented in multidimensional 

model that manages the data in cube form [2]. Based on the 

needs, data is implied into warehouse data with the certain 

schema implementation.  

Warehouse data is the concept that make easy in cure the 

data history from the transactional process. This concept can 

guarantee information, it also guarantees access faster and make 

easy in analysis as supporters in running process [3]. 

Warehouse data can be called the place source data that can be 

used as to make easy in analysis information process inside 

because the concept of dimensional data that offered.   

The implementation certain schema in data warehouse 

model is very important. The model warehouse has certain 

model such as star and snowflake schemas. Snowflake schema 

has advantages where this schema implements the sub 

dimension table beside dimension table that all be integrated 

with the fact support the information that can be shown and get 

information more detail [4].  

The aim of this paper is to show how the data warehouse to 

processing data the disaster in form data dimensional by 

implementation snowflake schema and present with OLAP 

technology. The choosing of snowflake schema based by the 

data collection and decided by description the needs from the 

users.  

In this part of this paper is ordered as the following such as 

in part 2, we shortly explain some literatures reviews that have 

relation with this paper. In part 3 we describe the data and 

planning from warehouse data. in part 4 we show how OLAP is 

able to analyze the data with some basic operation. In part 5 is 

the conclusion from our results researches.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) 

OLAP is able to solve the problem in mechanism the 

processing data to know some information from some view 

point [5]. Technology OLAP can be more flexible to analyze 

the collecting multidimensional data and fast find the data in 

certain rules [6]. OLAP has some basic operational to do 

analysis to the dimensional data, such as [7]:  

1) Roll-Up: Navigation the data from the low data to the 

higher data.   

2) Drill-down: Navigation the data from the high level to 

lower data.   

3) Slicing: Describe the choice data as long as single 

dimention that show as the table.    

4) Dicing: Describe the data choice based on the showing 

as sub cube.   

B. Data Warehouse 

Data warehouse is the system that taken and process the data 

from data source periods in forming dimensional data store 

(DDS) [8]. Data warehouse patch data that has characteristic 

history from the process business transaction that happens in 

source data.     

There are some kinds of transactional data that processed 

into data warehouse as following [9]:  

1) Record Data. 

2) The data is being in environment operational deparment.   

3) The last data changing is being in environment 

depertment since the last process into data warehouse.   

The engineering data warehouses are variations depend on 

the specific each organization. In deciding the engineering 

model, there are three main components, as following [10]:     

1) Acquisition from the OLPT system and other resources;    
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2) Warehouse data its self and system data stock 

management.   

3) System analysis and presentation from the warehouse 

data.   

C. Snowflake Shema 

There are some schemas in the modeling warehouse data. 

These schemas describe how fact table connected to dimension 

tables. In the star schema is described as the star where the fact 

table is in the middle and around by the dimension tables. While 

snowflake schema is probably dimension table has sub 

dimension table. The sub dimension tables can minimalist the 

data that overload. The implementation snowflake schema in 

some analysis can run better than the other schema model [8]. 

The advantage in this analysis is gotten because in the 

snowflake schema get more information that can be used the 

data in processing of making decision [4].   

D. ETL 

There are 3 steps in ETL process namely extract, transform, 

and load. The extract process is reasonable into interact the data 

from source data. Every source data has specific characters that 

difference that be managed. The specific characters are such as 

the management business system in difference data. In the 

transformation steps tend make some cleaners and arrangement 

to the data that enter in getting the right data, complete, 

consistent, and not ambiguity. The last steps namely load where 

the steps of this data written into structures dimension that the 

next can be accessed by the last users [11].   

 ETL process could not be separated in the planning of data 

warehouse. In this development there are some kinds of ETL, 

as following [12],   

1) ETL Traditional with data based supposed as resource 

entry data and usually operate in batch processing mode 

2) Near real time ETL that process the data with reduce 

refresh time to keep the quality data in warehouse data 

process.   

3) Real time ETL does process data by real time from 

sources into target system that signed by high speed.   

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Resource  

Data resource is the Indonesian Disaster Data Information 

that be owned by the Safety Disaster National Foundation 

(BNPB). The resource data used year 2015 till 2018. The data 

resource contents information about kind of disaster, place, and 

the effect of disaster.   

B. Need Information 

In this step, describe about information that needed by the 

users. The information is used based on the collecting data, 

namely,  

1) Disaster Report based on the period 

2) Disaster Report based on the district 

3) Disaster Report based on kind of disasters 

4) Disaster Report based on the effect of caused disaster 

C. Design Snowflake Schema 

The data dimensional is formed based on the need 

information that has been described before. The data 

dimensional is formed by implementation the snowflake 

schema. The schema is implied by forming fact table and also 

the other tables as dimensional table and also sub dimensional 

table.  

Table 1 Show the using dimension table.   

TABLE I.  DIMENSION TABLE 

Dimension table Explanation 

dim_disaster Information is about kind disaster 

that ever happened such as flood, 

abrasion, erosion, forest burning, 

estate burning, social conflict, and 

other.   

dim_impact Information is about effect that 

caused by disaster such as the 

victims death / lost, victims 

evacuation, damage houses, damage 

public facility and other.    

dim_date Information is about the time of 

disaster that can be time, date, day, 

month, year, and quarter.   . 

dim_regency_city Information is about region or city as 

the place of disaster happening.   

dim_province Information is about province as the 

place of disaster happening.   

The table fact disaster is the table that the fact in which 

consisting information about the disaster based on the 

dimension. Figure 1 shows the snowflake schema from the fact 

and dimension table.   
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Fig 1. Snowflake Schema 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

ETL process is from sources data to data warehouse into 

form dimensional data (snowflake schema) has succeeded to be 

done. Based on the need information that has definite in the 

beginning so the report which needed can be represented by 

using OLAP. The followings are some examples report analysis 

with use basic OLAP report.  
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A. Roll-Up Operation 

This operation increases the level hierarchy from dimension. 

This operation is perhaps to result information shorter. As the 

examples can be seen in figure 2 shows that the number disaster 

happened based on the kind of disaster and month. By using 

roll-up operation is so the level hierarchy can be increased by 

seen the number kind of disaster and year as shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig 2. Disaster Report based on kind of disaster, year, and month 

 
Fig 3. Disaster Report based on kind of disaster and year 

B. Drill Down Operation 

Drill down operation is the opposite from roll-up operation. 

This operation reduces level hierarchy from dimension. This 

operation is perhaps to result information more detail. As the 

example it can be seen in figure 4 show that the number disaster 

that happened based on the kind of disaster and province. By 

using drill down operation so the level hierarchy can be reduced 

based on the kind disaster, province, and regency / city as 

shown in figure 5.   

 
Fig 4.Disaster Report based on kind of Disaster and Province 

 
Fig 5. Disaster Report based on kind of Disaster, Province, and Regency / City 

C. Slicing and Dicing Operation 

Slicing does the data choice as long as certain dimension. It 

is perhaps the users to do data selection to certain dimension. 

As the example the users do selection in dim impact to show the 

victim death as shown in figure 6.  

Dicing does the operation by cutting cube so information 

that result more specific. Dicing divinities sub cube with choose 

two or more dimensions cube. As the example, the users use 

dim disaster, dim date, and dim impact to know the disaster that 

had happened and the effect that caused from that disaster. For 

more detail can be seen in figure 6.    

 
Fig 6. Disaster Report based on kind of Disaster, Year, and Number of 

Victims Death 
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D. Graph View 

The results of operations on OLAP can be displayed in 

graphs to make it easier to read data and find trend data. Figure 

7 shows the graph view of disaster report based on kind of 

disaster and year. 

 
Fig 7. Graph View 

V. CONCLUSION 

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) of the disaster report 

succeed to imply with building data warehouse and imply 

snowflake to dimensional data first. By using basic operation to 

OLAP, the needs the users to do analysis disaster data can be 

fulfilled and become more flexible. OLAP operation results can 

also be displayed in the graph. Graph view makes it easier for 

users to find trend data. OLAP will supply supporting in making 

decision by the users to prevent the next disaster.   
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